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querying and analysis (e.g., data cleansing, reformatting, matching, aggregation, etc.); (iii) the resulting data set is
loaded into the target system, typically the DW. A data mart (data cube) is the access layer of the DW environment
that is used to get data out to the decision-makers.
Lavalle et al. [25] conducted a study based on 3 000 business executives and managers. This survey showed that 50%
of the respondents consider improvement of data management and BI&A as their priority. It also revealed that 20%
of them cited concerns with data quality as a primary obstacle to BI&A systems. Data analytics has been used for
many years to provide support for business decision making.
Several authors stressed out that poor data quality has direct and indirect impacts on the underlying business decisions
[4, 36]. According to Redman [28], at least three proprietary studies have provided estimates of poor data quality
costs between 8 and 12% of revenue range.
In order to properly identify quality-related issues, in the literature, Data Quality (DQ) is recognized as multidimensional to better reflect its facets and influences. Each dimension is associated to a set of metrics allowing its
evaluation and measurement. The quality dimensions are organized into four categories according to Wang et al. [35]
namely: Intrinsic, Contextual, Representational and Accessibility. The Intrinsic quality dimensions are accuracy,
reputation, believability and provenance. They rely on internal characteristics of the data during evaluation. The
Contextual quality is more information than data oriented, since it refers to attributes that are dependent to the context
in which data is produced or used. It comprises amount of data, relevance, completeness and timeliness quality
dimensions. Representational quality however, is more related to the way data is perceived by its users and relies on
understandability, consistency and conciseness quality dimensions. Finally, Accessibility allows measuring the ease
with which data could be accessed and covers accessibility and security dimensions.
Ensuring data quality in the data warehouse and in data cube relies on the quality of the ETL phase which is
considered as the sine qua non condition to a successful BI&A system. In this paper, we explore the different facets
of quality within an ETL process. We carry out a literature review to gather the different approaches that deal with
quality problem in the ETL process. Through our study, we have demonstrated that authors tackle ETL related DQ
problems from two main perspectives: (i) process centred and (ii) data centered. Also, we have shown that both ETL
and DQ tools still have DQ limits. These limits are highlighted through Talend Data Integration (TDI) [14] and Talend
Data Quality (TDQ) [15]. We refer to the following study as preliminary because we make no claim of completeness.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows a classification of ETL process related DQ
problems. In Section 3, we present existing ETL DQ approaches. In Section 4, we present a comparative study based
on four ETL tools to show how much these tools consider DQ dimensions. In Section 5, we carry out experiments
using an ETL solution, i.e., TDI and a data quality dedicated solution, i.e, TDQ in order to highlight DQ limits of
these tools. Finally, Section 6 outlines the limits of the surveyed approaches and tools dealing with DQ problems in
the ETL process and presents a set of open issues for research in ETL quality management.
2. Data quality defects within the ETL process
Many reasons stand behind the need of data integration phase within the decision system: (i) heterogeneous formats; (ii) data format can be difficult to be interpreted or ambiguous; (iii) legacy systems using obsolete databases;
and (iv) data source’s structure is changing over time. All these characteristics of data sources make DQ uncertain. A
variety of studies were conducted in the sake of identifying different quality issues within the data integration process.
The majority of them agree that DQ faces different challenges. Indeed, ETL is a crucial part in the data warehousing
process where most of the data cleansing and curation are carried out. Hence, we propose a classification of typical
DQ issues according to ETL stages, i.e., extract, transform and load. As depicted in Table 1, each one of these stages
is prone to different quality problems in both schema and instance level.
DQ issues found in the ETL process are the focus of DQ improvement phase. In practice, the improvement phase is
often a prerequisite for DQ assessment. The process of integrating DQ into the ETL process is an indicator of the gap
between the quality obtained and that expected. Furthermore, overcoming all the DQ problems is still challenging. In
the rest, we classify the pioneering approaches that integrate and improve DQ in the ETL process.
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Table 1. Examples of ETL data quality problems

E

Schema

Problems

Descriptions

Lack of integrity constraints [27]

Rule that defines the consistency of a given data or dataset in the database (e.g., Primary
key, uniqueness).
Example of uniqueness violation: Two customers having the same SSN number customer 1= (name=”John”, SSN=”12663”) , customer 2= (name=”Jane”, SSN=”12663”).
Imperfect schema level definition [27, 16].
Example 1: Attributes names are not significant: ”FN” stands for First
Name and ”Add” stands for Address
Example 2: Source without schema:
”John;Doe;jd@gmail.com;USA”.
Multiple values entered in one attribute [16] .
Example: name=” John D. Tunisia Freedom 32”.
Data is repeated [9]. Misspellings, different ways of writing names and even address
changes over time can all lead to duplicate entries [18]. Another form of duplication is the
conflicts of entities when inserting a record having the same id as an existing record [39].
Yang et al. have classified missing values into two types: Data in one field appears to be
null or empty [39, 19] (i.e., Direct incompleteness) and missing values caused by data
operations such as update (i.e., Indirect incompleteness)[39].
Different data types between the source and the target schema.
If we have two data sources which have two synonymous attributes (e.g., gender/sex) then
the union of the aforementioned sources requires schema recognition [19, 27, 18].
The date retrieved from the source hasn’t the same format as the DW’s date [39]. There
are a different syntactic representations of attributes whose type is the same [9].
Example 1: French date format (i.e., dd/mm/yyyy) is different from that of the US format
(i.e., mm/dd/yyyy).
Example 2: Gender attribute is represented differently in the two data sources, e.g., 0/1,
F/M.
Linking a data source to the wrong destination results in the spread of wrong data.
Problem with versioning of data after every load and update operation [19].

Poor schema design

Embedded values
Instance

Duplicate records

Missing values

T

L

Schema

Variety of data types
Naming conflicts

Instance

Syntax inconsistency (Structural
conflicts)

Wrong mapping of data
Wrong implementation of
slowly changing dimension

the

3. Data quality approaches in the ETL process
The dedicated literature reveals a variety of approaches dealing with DQ issues in the ETL process. Since there are
many quality problems as aforementioned, several efforts have been provided to tackle DQ challenges. To summarize
our literature study, we identified two main streams for DQ management: (i) process centered approaches that tackle
DQ through ETL process quality; and (ii) data centered approaches that consider DQ defaults.
3.1. Process oriented approaches
Quality characteristics are known to be non-orthogonal. Moreover, the perception of quality and the acceptable
levels for each characteristic may differ from one user to another. Hence, taking into consideration user’s need in
term of prioritizing quality characteristics seems important to achieve the desired result. Focusing on user-defined
importance of each quality characteristic, authors in [31] have proposed a functional architecture of user centered
ETL process, in which DQ characteristics are incorporated. In fact, the user selects among quality characteristics that
are of interest in order to receive quality assessment as a feedback. This step enables the user to evaluate how well
they fit with the already set strategic goals. Subsequently, the quality evaluation helps users to decide which quality
characteristics should be improved in order to reach a process version that fit with users goals.
Theodorou et al. [32] proposed an automatic data generator called Bijoux. Based on an ETL process logic model, this
tool extracts the semantics of data operations and analysis the constraints they imply over input data. Roughly speaking, Bijoux allows users to generate a set of data to test the different execution scenarios. To cover all test scenarios,
an algorithm is proposed to enumerate different paths existing in the ETL process which is modeled as a graph.
For every path, Bijoux analysis the different constraints applied to ETL operations in order to generate the testing
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datasets. This approach has been shown to be useful for measuring the performance of different implementations of
the same ETL process.
On the other hand, they proposed a tool called POIESIS that generates alternative flows by adding flow patterns to the
initial flow. This is based on user preferences on different quality characteristics. Each generated flow is accompanied
by DQ and performance measures. It’s up to the user to decide which one of them is suitable to his quality needs.
Among quality characteristics cited in literature, authors have proposed flow component patterns related to some of
them such as performance, reliability, deduplication and filtering of null values.

3.2. Data oriented approaches
Data oriented approaches tackle quality defaults at data level and try to resolve them. We propose to classify the
existing approaches into (i) syntactic; (ii) semantic; and (iii) contextual points of view.
3.2.1. Syntactic oriented approaches
An important quality default is related to data duplication. If a company has different customer databases related to
subsidiaries and would like to combine them, it would be an actual challenge to identify matching records, since the
same data is presented in different ways. This problem known as Entity resolution problem, is defined as the process
of identifying and merging records judged to represent the same real-world entity. In [5], Benjelloun et al. proposed
three algorithms based on the comparison of features in order to identify matching records.
Likewise, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) metric has been used for duplicates detection.
Moyer et al. [18] have proposed a new method that extends TF-IDF to address not only duplicates but also missing
entries. Indeed, missing entries could hamper the identification of duplicates. For instance, both of these following
records: (”John Bruin”, ” ”, ”male”) and (”John Bruin, ”CA”, ” ”) are similar but applying TF-IDF wouldn’t be
sufficient to have a correct result.
Data loaded from various sources into the DW often has different format and coding (e.g,. date format). Since the user
may enter various data formats, authors in [19] have proposed an open source tool called MassEETL that manages
data conversion in addition to naming conflicts and missing values handling. Standard format is defined based on a
data format mapping rule.
3.2.2. Semantic oriented approaches
Understanding the semantics of data is essential for data integration. Bergamaschi et al. [6] proposed a tool supporting the extraction process that allows a semi-automatic semantic mappings between data source and DW’s attributes.
To do so, this tool identifies the parts of the data sources schemata that are related to the data warehouse schema
and uses syntactic and semantic similarity measures. This work operates in three phases: (i) Extraction of the schema
description from the sources using wrapper for different types of data sources (RDF, XML, etc.); (ii) Annotation using WordNet which is the process of associating the most suitable concept of a reference ontology; (iii) Creation of
thesaurus of relationships between the schema elements. For the transformation phase, the authors introduced an algorithm to identify the suitable transformation function at the mapping level using the result of the semantic enrichment
in order to get data types and the generated thesaurus.
A wide variety of anomaly types may exist in the data, e.g., conflicts between the names of manipulated objects such
as attributes that could be homonyms or synonyms. Those problems are caused by the lack of semantics. Moreover,
data enrichment by semantic information allows a better cleansing. For example, there is no method to compute the
similarity distance allowing the approximation between Pekin and Beijing. The approach in [30] consists in a semantic recognition of the data schema by proposing a semantic name to each column of the source. It is the fact of
identifying category and language for values associated to each column using regular expressions and data dictionary.
Additionally, a semantic profiling algorithm is proposed to check the syntactic and semantic validity of values in the
data sources. Given the set of regular expressions, data dictionary, syntactic and semantic indicators, and the data
source, the algorithm returns a set of tables containing the profiling results.
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3.2.3. Context oriented approaches
To the best of our knowledge, only few contributions have addressed DQ assessment considering the context
of use. Besides, context coverage has been added as a quality in use characteristic according to the quality standard
ISO/IEC 25010 1 . Authors in [38] showed that it is necessary to simultaneously examine both contextual and objective
quality attributes. They have proposed a theoretical model to highlight the importance of integrating contextual DQ
assessment processes. Bertossi et al. [7] have taken a first step to formalize and investigate the notion of DQ assessment
and DQ query answering as context dependent activities using datalog and first-order predicate logic. Another solution
is described in [23] where authors have demonstrated how a quality plan can be systematically created for evaluating
usability of test cases. Furthermore, they introduced a new set of context factors that might influence DQ evaluation.
However, most of the previous studies do not take into account context in DQ evaluation in the ETL process nor
emphasize its important role to influence DQ measures.
4. Comparative study: ETL tools and data quality dimensions
Our objective in this section is to study the progress of practitioners. We present a comparative study of ETL
tools with the goal of verifying the integration of DQ in ETL components. In fact, extensive surveys in the literature
have been carried out to compare leading ETL tools that are available in the market [31, 26]. They analyse data
accessibility, performance and functionalities offered by these tools. It is worth mentioning that our comparative study
differs from the existing ones as we identify the extent to which ETL tools components incorporate DQ with respect to
DQ dimensions. To this end, we have considered four major ETL tools: (i) two open source: Talend Data Integration
(TDI) and Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) [13] two commercial tools: Informatica Data Integration (IDI) [11] and
Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) [12]. The result is summarized in Table 2.
The choice of the considered quality dimensions is justified by their relevance within the ETL process [31]. Practically,
the comparison criteria that we consider in the following are the most common quality dimensions that have been
considered to handle DQ integration problem:
• Duplication: data deduplication is a challenging goal for DQ integration in the ETL tools. The aforementioned
tools provide different solutions for data deduplication. The components provided by TDI and PDI remove
duplicates based on one or more columns using exact matching. As an example, we detail the TDI tUniqueRow
1

https://www.iso.org/standard/35733.html

Table 2. ETL tools comparison according to data quality dimensions
Talend Data
Integration

Pentaho Data
Integration

Microsoft SQL Server
Integration Services

Informatica
Data Integration

Duplication

Component:
tUniqRow

Component:
Unique rows

Component:
Fuzzy grouping

Completeness

Component:
tFilterRow
Component:
tVerfiyEmail

Component:
javaFilter
Component:
Mail Validator

Component:
Conditional Split
-

Interpretability

-

-

-

Mapping: filter duplicate records using aggregator
transformation that removes duplicates using group
by the primary key
Transformation: filter transformation using
the IsNull function
Mapplet:
Address validation
Email verification
Data domain discovery

Representational
conciseness

Component:
tAddressRowCloud

-

Component: Address Parse

Mapplet: Address parsing

Representational
consistency

-

-

-

-

Accuracy
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component in Section 5. As for SSIS, the Fuzzy grouping component identifies duplicates after selecting: (i)
Input columns: columns used to identify duplicates; (ii) Matching type: the matching between two values can
be either exact matching or fuzzy matching. The fuzzy matching groups rows that have approximately the same
values using similarity threshold. On the other hand, IDI provides a Mapping, i.e., set of reusable components
to filter duplicate records using aggregator transformation. To remove duplicate records, it uses Group By the
primary key which will groups all unique records together.
Completeness: completeness is a contextual DQ dimension. To this end, it is not only defined as the degree
of absence of missing values [31] but the extent to which all required data are available and of sufficient scope
for the context of use [35]. Handling missing data is crucial for further data analysis, otherwise it can rise a
biased results. From the technical side, all ETL tools, mentioned in Table 2, provide components that filter the
input rows by setting one or more conditions on the selected columns (e.g., tFilterRow can be used to filter
rows that contain missing values using relational routines !Relational.ISNULL(row1.Column1) if the considered column type is Integer or by using the expression !input row.Column0.equals("") whenever the
considered column type is String). However, none of these tools have considered techniques (e.g., Imputation)
that handle missing values according to the context of use.
Accuracy: the extent to which data are correct, reliable, and certified error-free [35]. This criterion assesses
the percentage of data without data errors [31]. After delving the considered ETL tools, we noticed that most
of them provide components that check the validity of email addresses. Unlike the rest of the studied tools,
Informatica Mapplet (i.e., a set of reusable components) is not only reduced in structural validity of email
address using regular expression, but also ensuring email addresses validity at the domain level. Furthermore, it
validates an address against a set of reference address databases.
Interpretability: degree to which user can understand data that they get [31]. To enhance DQ according to
this dimension, it is absolutely necessary to integrate semantic recognition operations to the ETL process. This
quality dimension is deemed in Informatica by providing a data domain discovery. Since many important data
remains undiscovered in data sources or it does not have a significant column name, the data domain can be a
predefined or a user-defined repository based on the semantics of columns.
Representational conciseness: the extent to which data are compactly represented (i.e., brief in presentation,
yet complete and to the point) [35]. In fact, data sources are likely to have embedded values which lead to have
overwhelming data. This problem is often related to address field in the data source, where we can have multiple
address elements in the same field. The considered ETL tools in Table 2 have achieved a first step towards the
enhancement of the DQ according to this dimension. They provide components for address verification and
parsing, and yet, it is important to consider other cases where we can have multi-valued fields.
Representational consistency: the extent to which data are always presented in the same format and are compatible with previous data [35]. To fulfill this dimension, ETL tools have to provide solutions to resolve problems
like naming conflicts and syntax inconsistency. In practice, none of the mentioned tools have yielded operators
to guarantee the representational consistency while integrating data coming from various data sources.

From the above comparative study, we conclude that ETL tools components improve to a limited extent the DQ
according to DQ dimensions. These tools do not take in deeper consideration each DQ dimensions. Although, they
are almost similar in terms of their relevance, they differ in their contributions to the enhancement of DQ according to
DQ dimensions. We shed light in the following section on some ETL operational limits through illustrative examples.

5. Analysis by examples: Limits of Talend Data Integration and Talend Data Quality
ETL tools are basically based on: (i) Connectors for retrieving and transferring data; (ii) Operations for complex
data manipulation; (iii) Mapping the data source schema to the target schema. The phase of data collection and
preliminary preparation was generally underestimated. In this section, we present three major DQ problems related to
(i) TDI operations, i.e, deduplication, union and aggregation; (ii) matching analysis technique proposed by TDQ. We
illustrate through examples how TDI and TDQ tools tackle those problems.
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Table 3. List of components considered in the test examples of Talend Data Integration
Operation type

Talend Component

Description

Extraction

tMysqlInput
tFileInputXML
tUniqRow

Extracts data from MySQL database based on query.
Reads an XML structured file and extracts data row by row.
Belongs to DQ component family. It compares entries and removes duplicate
ones from the input flow.
Transforms and routes data from one or multiple data sources to single or multiple destinations.
TMap can be parametrized to perform different kind of operations (i.g., Join).
Merges data from various sources, based on a common schema.
Performs a calculation on a set of values based on one or more columns.
Creates a delimited file that holds data organized according to the defined schema.
Exhibits results or data in the running console.

Transformation

tMap

Loading

tUnit
tAggregateRow
tFileOutputDelimited
tLogRow

5.1. Talend Data Integration components limits
In order to test whether each component intends to ensure DQ, we carried out several experiments on TDI components. The choice of Talend is motivated to the fact that it is an open source tool, evaluated by Gartner Magic
Quadrant2 as a leader and is supposed to incorporate DQ components. In the following, we unveil through illustrative
examples the main weaknesses of tht three TDI components: tUniqRow, tUnit, and tAggregateRow. We classified
the used components in our experiments according to the operation type: (i) extraction; (ii) transformation and (iii)
loading as depicted in Table 3.
5.1.1. tUniqRow
Our objective is to check to which extent DQ is achieved in TDQ components. We split our example into two
scenarios named S1 and S2. For both of them, we consider an excerpt of an ETL process wherein we perform a
join operation using TDI components as shown in Figure B.2. In our example, data are extracted from XML file and
MySQL table. The XML file holds data about customers that are matched to their orders in the MySQL table through
an inner join on the customer ID. We can see that among customers data in the XML file, there are two different
elements having the same primary key (i.e., customer Id equals 2). In the sake of ensuring DQ, TDQ tool offers a DQ
component that compares entries and removes duplicate one from the input flow. Subsequently, we used tUniqRow
taking as input customers data stored in the XML file. In the basic setting of this component, the user selects one
or more columns on which (s)he wants the deduplication to be carried out. Firstly, in the scenario S1, we select the
customer Id column. Then, we run the Talend job to perform the join operation using the tMap component. The
output of the running example is stored on a the tFileOutputDelimeted. We point out that the customer Adara has
been removed.
In the second scenario S2, we consider the above example and we modify the settings of the quality component
tUniqRow as depicted in Figure B.2. Hence, in addition to the primary key we have selected customer first name.
As expected, we can see in the output file that tUniqRow keeps duplicate records having the same primary key (i.e.,
2). Consequently, the duplication problem is not resolved yet. As a first sight, the problem seems to be a simple user
mistake rather than a problem of DQ itself. However, this become more complex if we tackle thousands of inaccurate
records. In the above mentioned experiments, we unveiled limits in the tUniqRow component which leads to a loss of
information. Thus loosing information about one customer leads certainly to wrong analytics results.
5.1.2. tUnit
We performed a unit operation using tUnit component (see Figure B.3) which have two input tables stored in a
MySQL database. The source tables hold data about customers (i.e., phone, email and gender). They have the same
column names but a different column order. In the output file created after running the Talend Job, we point out
that data in the second column email of the first table is unified with the second column phone of the second table.
2
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Additionally, Gender column is united with the email column, etc. Hence, merging data from various sources based
on common schema but having different column order produces certainly an incorrect result. Moreover, Talend user
must be alerted so that (s)he can prevent the spread of wrong data throughout the integration process. Thus, the above
mentioned example proves that this component needs a further semantic enrichment in order to detect that columns
order of the two data sources is different. So that, it helps the user to fix the problem before its spread in the rest of the
data process.
5.1.3. tAggregateRow
In our example illustrated through Figure B.4, we intend to aggregate the students thorough scores based on students names. Thus, we create a Talend Job using the tAggregateRow component as an intermediary step, since it
requires input and output. The input data about students and their associated scores are extracted from a table stored in
a MySQL database. The output data is diplayed in the Talend console using the tLogRow component. The view setting
of the tAggregateRow component offers the option to edit the type of the output data. In our example, the score type
is an Integer, whereas the Max column type in the output is Double. In this case, running the Talend Job rises an
exception as depicted in Figure B.4. The incompatibility of input and output types presents a major limit related to
the tAggregateRow component. Moreover, the user will face this problem each time (s)he tries to aggregate data to
have Max or Min values. In fact, when we set the score attribute type in the input data to Double instead of Integer,
running the Talend Job produces a correct result without throwing any exception.
5.2. Talend Data Quality limits
There are a number of usage scenarios where data profiling techniques have an important role to play, most
commonly related to DQ assessment and metadata discovery. Obviously, understanding the properties of data sources
is of paramount importance to create correct schema mappings and data transformations, and to correctly standardize
and cleanse the data [2]. Profiling tools like TDQ, and Informatica Data Quality 3 focus on several analyzes that
elucidate the structure and content of data and establish inductions on that data using statistics related to duplicate
data, invalid address format, etc. Usually, in this kind of tools, no guidelines are provided to explain how the profiling
reports can be used to identify actionable DQ requirements [29]. To the best of our knowledge, all those data quality
tools do not evaluate DQ according to different quality dimensions.
By way of example, TDQ, which is an open source profiling tool, generates statistics about data sources and
creates matching analysis. The latter is dedicated to analyze duplicates. Since the elimination of duplicate records
requires similarity detection, TDQ creates a matching analysis which is based on computing similarity distance
using different methods (e.g., Jaro Winkler, Soundex). In the following, we illustrate through an example how TDQ
performs a partial duplicate detection. We used a data source stored in MySQL database that contains 5 records. In
the latter, we have four duplicate records and one unique records. The first duplicate ones have the same city names
but different employee names which are spelled differently (i.e., ”Marhta” and ”Martha”). For the other duplicate
records, the names are written differently (i.e., ”John Doe” and ”John D”) and the cities are the same except that
they are not written in the same language (i.e., ”Pékin” and ”Beijing” ). To carry out a matching analysis, the user
starts firstly by choosing the matching key on which (s)he wants to apply the matching algorithm. Secondly, the user
specifies the type of the matching algorithm and the threshold above which two values are considered as duplicates.
The rest of the configuration includes the setting of the confidence weight that gives importance to certain columns
and the confident match threshold.
The result of the matching analysis indicates the existence of 40% duplicates and 60% of unique data. Hence, those
statistics are wrong, since Talend offers algorithms that compute only syntactic similarity distance between values.
For this reason, the duplication of the employees city (”Pékin” and ”Beijing”) is not detected. A key limitation of this
solution is that it does not address semantic similarity which is very important to ensure DQ. For instance, the two
3
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countries or city names (”Pékin”,”Beijing”) and (”Switzerland”,”Suisse”) are syntactically different but semantically
similar.

6. Discussion & Future Research Directions
The quality of multidimensional analysis, relies on the quality of the extracted, transformed and loaded data. In
this paper, we have studied DQ approaches in ETL process. We have classified existing approaches into process and
data oriented approaches. Among the fifteen quality dimensions shown in [35] that could be relevant to ensure better
quality in ETL process, only three dimensions (performance, reliability and deduplication) have been considered
in existing works. Furthermore, the absence of semantic analysis while handling incoming data is deemed to be the
origin of several DQ problems. For instance, the resolution of deduplication problem relies on syntactic similarity
without considering the semantic one. We believe that a semantic understanding and comprehension of the input data
should increase the reliability of analyses.
On the other hand, we have presented a comparative study based on four ETL tools to show how much these
tools consider DQ dimensions. We noticed that ETL tools components improve partially the DQ according to DQ
dimensions. We have studied TDI and TDQ as well-known examples of open source tools to evaluate their assistance
to quality. We conclude that these tools have many DQ limits that may affect the accuracy of the final result. For
instance, the Talend data quality component tUniqRow, which is dedicated to remove duplicate entries, can lead to
a loss of information whenever the data source is a semi-structured file, e.g., XML and JSON files. In case of two
different records having the same ID, the tUniqRow removes the second one.
The study presented in this paper has shown that the problem of quality in ETL process still requires a lot of
efforts, especially if the BI&A system is based on non-relational data sources, e.g., NoSQL databases [1] . With the
emergence of big data, data analytics is gaining increasing attention in BI&A solutions that become Data-Driven
rather than Business and intuition driven. Predefined processes and analysis models may not be able to provide a
clear explanation on why a given phenomenon happens. The solution requires often, extra data that is not included in
the corporate systems. Consequently, here is an obvious need to be able to cope with high technology standards to
face big data specific complexity (Volume, Variety, Velocity, etc.) [8, 10].
Today, Data Management Systems based on non relational models as key-value, column-oriented, document-oriented
and graph-oriented, which adopt a schemaless representation are widely accepted as efficient systems to store
data. To store heterogeneous data with non predefined schemas, schemaless databases could be a promising issue.
In operational applications, the absence of unique schema grants flexibility, but adds complexity to analytical
applications [17]. With this kind of data sources, going on a traditional vision of BI&A solutions implies re-modelling
the data warehouse, uploading, transforming and testing the new data [20]. Other issues related to data arise such as
DQ, data understanding and availability [33, 24]. These problems related to data will definitely generate performance
degradation going against the expected reactiveness. Since these sources are extremely heterogeneous and evolving,
an ETL framework needs to be on-demand and extensible [3].
The result of our studies drives us to propose in future works a new approaches within the scope of quality-driven
solutions to extract-transform and load data including the semantic integration. In fact, understanding data semantic
is of paramount importance in a data integration context [22]. From the outcome of our investigation of ETL tools, it
is clear that further integration of semantic recognition would be of interest to resolve DQ problems (e.g., Naming
conflicts and duplication). The second issue to tackle is outlier detection. Indeed, mainly we are studying the outlier
detection in JSON based structure stream of documents. The implementation of this approach is in progress. It
consists on real-time outlier detection in JSON document stream. In fact, with the huge amount of data generated by
billions of devices (e.g., Internet of Things), stream processing has become a potential and a major requirement for
big data analytics.
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Appendix A. BI&A architecture

Fig. A.1. Business Intelligence & Analytics system architecture

Appendix B. Limits of Talend Data Integration and Talend Data Quality tools: Examples

Fig. B.2. Example of information loss and duplicate records produced by Talend tUniqRow component

Fig. B.3. Example of incorrect result after using the tUnit component
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Fig. B.4. Example of incompatibility types problem in Talend tAggregateRow component
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